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QUESTION 1

You have a query that retrieves customers and their locations. You have a sample of the data as shown in the following
table. 

Additional customers and locations are added frequently. 

You need to transform the data as shown in the following table. 

What should you do? 

A. Select the Locations columns and then select Split Column by Delimiter. Use a comma as the delimiter and split into
rows. 

B. Select the Locations columns and then select Split Column by Delimiter. Use a comma as the delimiter and split into
columns. 

C. Select the Customer columns, and then click Unpivot Columns. 

D. Select the Customer columns, and then click Unpivot Other Columns. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Excel workbook that has the following two workbook queries: 

A query named Consultants that retrieves a table named Consultants_Contact from a Microsoft SQL Server database 

A query named Employees that retrieves a table named Employee_Contact from a Microsoft Azure SQL database 
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Both tables have the same columns. 

You need to combine all the data from Consultants and Employees into one table. 

Which command should you use? 

A. Transpose 

B. Merge Queries 

C. Combine Binaries 

D. Append Queries 

Correct Answer: D 

Append is similar to UNION ALL in T-SQL. 

Append Queries will NOT remove duplicates. You have to use Group By or Remove Duplicate Rows to get rid of
duplicates. 

Merge is similar to JOIN in T-SQL 

http://radacad.com/append-vs-merge-in-power-bi-and-power-query 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
the 

same in each question in this series. 

Start of repeated scenario 

You are creating reports for a car repair company. You have four datasets in Excel spreadsheets. Pour workbook
queries load the datasets to a data model. A sample of the data is shown in the Data Sample exhibit. 

Data Sample: 
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The data model is shown in the Data Model exhibit. Data Model 
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The tables in the model contain the following data: 

DailyRepairs has a log of hours and revenue for each day, workshop, and repair type. Every day, a log entry is created
for each workshop, even if no hours or revenue are recorded for that day. Total Hours and Total Revenue are two 

measures denned in DailyRepairs. Total Hours sums the Hours column, and Total Revenue sums the Revenue
column. 

Workshops has a list of all the workshops and the current and previous workshop managers. The format of the
Workshop Manager column is always FirstnameLastname. A value of 1 in the IsLatest column indicates that the
workshop 

manager listed in the record is the current workshop manager. 

RepairTypes has a list of all the repair types. 

Dates has a list of dates from 2015 to 2018. 

End of repeated scenario. 

To the Dates table, you need to add a calculated column named Months Ago. Months Ago must display the number of
calendar months before the current month. For example, if the current date is July 10, 2017, the value of Months Ago
will 

be 0 for all the dates in July 2017,1 for all the dates in June 2017, and 2 for all the dates in May 2017. 

How should you complete the DAX formula? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company has sales offices in several cities. 

You create a table that represents the amount of sales in each city by month as shown in the exhibit. 

You need to ensure that all values lower than 250 display a red icon. The solution must ensure that all values greater
than 500 display a green icon. 

Solution: You create a measure, and then define a target value. 

Does this meet the goal? 
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A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your network contains a folder that has data files m various formats. 

You need to identify how many files of each extension type are in the folder by using Query Editor. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a query that uses a file source, and then use the Count Values command on the Transform tab. 

B. Create a query that uses a folder source, and then use the Group By command on the Home tab. 

C. Create a query that uses a file source, and then use the Group By command on the Home tab. 

D. Create a query that uses a folder source, and then use the Count Values command on the Transform tab. 

Correct Answer: B 
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